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Introduction 

The use of modern telecommunications networks and 
interactive access of DSL features is so extensive that most 
of customer demands are fulfilled. In the locations where 
people usually rally – airports, universities, and other “hot-
spot” environments, the access points are realized by using 
the widely common WLAN equipment based on IEEE 
802.11 technology [1], [2], [3], [4]. Initial versions of this 
standard are implemented for the similar “hot-spot” 
conditions, where a lot of randomly moving customers 
may be observed. The finite quantities of data usually are 
transmitted by such customers. In such conditions the 
Wireless LAN (WLAN) equipment is executing the packet 
transmission and packet switching function. The common 
method of customer’s access to the wireless network is 
contention-based random multiple-access. The facility of 
newest versions of this standard group is more improved: 
IEEE 802.11g supports the physical throughput of 50 
Mb/s; IEEE.11e provides certain QoS features [5].  
 The WLAN equipment is not expensive; therefore it is 
used for realization of networks with small quantity of 
customers and for fixed customer premise access channels. 
With the growth of service gamma, multimedia becomes 
the major part of all data being transmitted by wireless 
access points– a lot of different signals which are formed 
by the implementations, characterized by different 
protocols. It is important, that some features of the IEEE 
802.11 standard WLAN technology become overlapped 
when it’s used in obtained specific conditions.   
 Many research works are accomplished, which analyze 
the wireless or radio channels access – WLAN protocols 
and WLAN features in different aspects [6]. It is proved 
that in many cases the capacity of the physical WLAN 
channel is not effectively utilized.  Practically the achieved 
data transmission throughput – goodput – is less than 
throughput of the physical channel [7]. The reasons for that 
are commonly known.  

The first reason is that the transmission of every data 
array must be increased by appropriate headers of specific 
data transmission protocols (TCP, UDP, and etc.), or in 
other words by the complement data of the technological 
purpose. Therefore, amount of transmitted data is increase.   

The second reason lies in the operation of contention-
based random multiple-access, when many various 
durations are employed for avoidance of possible collisions. 
Due to this, longer durations emerge when the physical 
channel is not used or can’t be used. 

We made the detailed technological WLAN analysis 
of efficiency of physical resources utilization and 
technological overlapping of IEEE 802.11 standard. 
Analysis was performed by comparing two different 
modern technologies: transmission by packets and 
transmissions by channels.  Above, for the each WLAN 
transmitted packet formation block headers of the different 
protocols are attached to the data. The distinctive feature of 
transmission by packets technology is transmission of 
source, destination, and other addresses in the header.    
 The distinctive feature of transmission by channels 
technology is that the data blocks are transmitted over the 
networks by the special organized channels. Before each 
session of connection the special signalization packets are 
transmitted for channel aggregation. After the finish of 
connection session other special signalization packets are 
transmitted for connection termination. The data blocks are 
transmitted by channels without any addresses. If 
transmission is executed by virtual channels the certain 
indicators are attached, for example in ATM networks.   
  Two different technologies of transmission were 
selected for method analysis – transmissions by channel 
and packet transmission is compared. Technologies of the 
packet-switching were developed for transmission of 
detached packets. In the modern packet-switching 
networks many real-time (RT) signals are transmitted 
which reflected by series of packets, known by us. For 
transmission of such series the channel switching 
technology is better.  We think that it is expedient to look 
for methods to create the new generation radio networks, 
in which communications resources will be dynamically 
allocated according to the requirements of channel and 
packet switching technologies.  

The design of such networks with integrated channel 
and packet switching technologies is the difficult and 
many-staged process. This proceeding is the first from the 
series of tasks. In this paper the analysis of technological 
redundancy of WLAN technologies is introduced. In this 
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paper summary of the analysis of technological 
redundancy is presented. By the reference to the results the 
overlapping of support of detached technological 
component is proposed. The distinguished technological 
components are as follows: Support of protocols of the 
distinct OSI layers (protocol headers); Physical channel 
equipment preparation process (PLCP header and PHY 
preamble); Error protection (FCS and ACK 
retransmission); Packet switching – routing (IP and MAC 
address); Physical channel random fair occupation (IEEE 
802.11 DCF version [1]); Physical channel controlled 
occupation (IEEE 802.11 PCF version [1]); Channel 
reservation; Support of QoS.  

Abbreviations 

ACK – Acknowledgment; CSMA/CA - Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance; CTS – Clear To 
Send; CW – Contention Window; DCF - Distributed 
Coordination Function; DIFS – DCF InterFrame Space; 
FCS – Frame Check Sequence; IP – Internet Protocol; LLC 
– Logical Link Control; MAC – Medium Access Control; 
MPDU– MAC Protocol Data Unit; OFDM – Orthogonal 
Frequency-Division Multiplexing; OSI - Open Systems 
Interconnection; PCF – Point Coordination Function; PHY 
– Physical Layer; PLCP – Physical Layer Convergence 
Protocol; PPDU – PLCP Protocol Data Unit; PSDU – 
PLCP Service Data Unit; QoS – Quality of Service; RTS – 
Request To Send; SIFS – Short InterFrame Space; TCP – 
Transport Control Protocol; TDMA – Time Division 
Multiplex Access; UDP – User Datagram Protocol. 

OSI layers and IEEE 802.11 standards 

In WLAN like in other packet communication 
networks the various protocols are used for data packets 
and for management of packets flows. Each protocol 
“known attributed task”, when specific such protocol data 
(header1) is appended to the data. Each protocol adds a 
different header, so in a typical TCP/IP packet, as it is 
transmitted, we have a MAC header, an IP header and a 
TCP header. Between IP and MAC headers we have the 
LLC header also. IEEE 802.11 use the same IEEE 802.2 
LLC and 48-bit addressing as other IEEE 802.x LANs, 
allowing very simple bridging from wireless to IEEE wired 
networks, but the MACs are unique to WLAN’s. The LLC 
is responsible for the logical link functions of one or more 
logical links [8]. With growth of number of used protocols 
the number of headers appended to the main User Data 
array is growing. 

 Fig. 1 shows the diagram of appropriate WLAN 
protocol headers, in other words, it is schematic of the 
“overgrowth” of technological data. In the upper OSI layer 
the User Data is showed, where the specific headers, which 
depends on transmitted data, may be added to. However, 
such headers depend on specific user applications and do 
not make any different and specific influence to 
multimedia data communications over WLAN’s. Therefore, 

                                                 
1 Header - Information added by the protocol in front of the 
payload in the packet for its own use. 

such headers of upper layers are attached to User Data, and 
this is not analyzed in this research. 

 
Fig. 1. PPDU of the IEEE 802.11 standard [1], [2], [3], and [4] 

 In the modern networking the TCP or UDP protocols 
are used for the transmission of most data. These protocols 
are inseparable from IP protocol. This reflects in the UDP 
or TCP and IP headers. User Data conjunction with header 
of TCP or UDP protocol and with IP header compose the 
TCP/IP or UDP/IP datagram2. 

The TCP/IP or UDP/IP encapsulation in MPDU over 
LLC protocol and MAC protocols is made. For the 
transmission of MPDU in the IEEE 802.11 networking the 
MAC with FCS and PLCP headers with PLCP preamble 
must be added. The bottom part of frame pyramid, showed 
in the Fig. 1, reflects the formatted PPDU, which is 
transformable to the PHY signal. The header lengths of 
obtained protocols are showed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Expenditure of header transmission 

OSI layers Protocol 
header 

NRT traffic, 
Bytes 

RT traffic, 
Bytes 

HRTP - 12 
HTCP 20 - Transport 
HUDP - 8 

Network HIP 20 
HLLC 8 

Data Link 
HMAC 34 

Physical HPLCP 6 
Total of overhead: 88 

If customer data [Bytes],DATAN  of not real-time 
traffic (NRT) is transmitted the specific (TCP) header will 
be attached. Therefore, the count of outgoing bytes will be 

[Bytes].,DATATCPNRT NHN +=  (1) 

Respectively, for RT data transmission it is 

.DATAUDPRTPRT NHHN ++=  (2) 

So, in Network Layer (NL) count of outgoing bytes 
will be 

                                                 
2 For the data transmission by IP networks the form of 

TCP/IP and UDP/IP datagram is universal – the lower 
OSI layer does not make any influence. 
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Eventually, MPDU composed in the Data Link Layer 
for RT will be 

[Bytes]. ,DATAUDP

RTPIPLLCMAC

NLLLCMACMPDU

NH
HHHH

NHHN

++
++++=
=++=

 
(4) 

The common sum of headers in MPDU or overhead is 

.UDPRTP

IPLLCMACMPDUover

HH
HHHH

++
+++=  

(5) 

It is important, that in the IEEE 802.11 standard 
WLAN’s each transmitted packet of DATAN bytes the 
overhead of MPDUoverH  bytes will be transmitted too.  
 

PHY of IEEE 802.11a 

The PPDU format of the IEEE 802.11a PHY is shown 
in Fig. 2 [2], which includes PLCP preamble, PLCP header, 
MPDU, tail bits, and pad bits, if necessary. The PLCP 
preamble field with the duration of Preamble PLCPt  is 
composed of 10 repetitions of a short training sequence 
(0,8µs) and two repetitions of a long training sequence 
(4µs). The duration of PLCP header is 

µs16Preamble PLCP =t . The first 24 bits of PLCP header are 
transmitted with BPSK modulation and rate-1/2 
convolution coding (the duration of this part is 4µs). The 
“Service” field is transmitted at the data rate and 
constitutes a single OFDM symbol, with the duration of 

µs 4  PLCP_SIG =t . The full duration of PLCP header is 

µs 8 PLCPheader =t . The SERVICE field of the PLCP header 
and the PSDU (with 6 “zero” tail bits and pad bits 
appended), denoted as PSDU are transmitted at the data 
rate described in the “Rate” field and may constitute 
multiple OFDM symbols.  

 
Fig. 2. IEEE 802.11a PPDU frame format 

In specification of IEEE 802.11a standard the different 
operation modes (m) are specified. Values of the supported 
data rates and appropriate modes are presented in Table 2. 
For each transmission the channel occupation of the 
OFDM signal is 4 µs. 

Table 2. Data rates and modes in the IEEE 802.11a 
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RPHY, Mbps 6 9 12 18 24 36 48 54 
NDBPS 24 36 48 72 96 144 192 216 

 
 

Time needed to transmit PPDU by the PHY channel is 

.DATAMPDUover

PLCPheaderlePLCPpreambPPDU

ττ

ττ

++

++=T
 

    

(6) 

  The duration of transmission of packet and its parts 
DATAτ of 802.11a PHY may be evaluated by the 

expression:  

,
)(

8
4)(

DBPS

DATA
DATA mN

N
m

⋅
⋅=τ  (7) 

where DATAN  – amount of data in bytes; DBPSN  – amount 
of data in bytes when one OFDM signal of 4 µs duration is 
transmitted. Based on the above analysis, to transmit a 
frame with MPDUN  its data payload over the IEEE 802.11a 
PHY using PHY mode (m), the transmission duration is: 

].µs[,
)(

84)(22
DBPS

DATA
MPDUoverPPDU mN

NmT ⋅
⋅++= τ  (8) 

 Where:  

].µs[ ,
)(

8
4

DBPS

MPDUover
MPDUover mN

N⋅
⋅=τ  (9) 

 

One packet technological redundancy   

The efficiency of usage of the Data Link channel is 
often analyzed in publications [9] and may be expressed by: 

.
DATAMPDUover

DATA

MPDU

DATA
MPDU NN

N
N
N

+
==γ  (10) 

This way overhead index is always less than 1. Packet 
overhead is the technological appendage. Normalized 
value of technological redundancy may be expressed by 
the relation: 

;1
DATA
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DATA
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DATA

MPDUover
MPDU
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=
−

==

N
N

N
NN
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(11) 

.11

MPDU
MPDU −=

γ
ε  (12) 

Dependence of probability of index MPDUε  on data 
packet length is showed in the Fig. 3. For the comparison, 
the technological redundancy index in the channel 
multiplexing systems PCM-30 is equal 033,0PCM =ε . 

The technological redundancy index of the physical 
channel is expressed by the relation: 
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 The dependence of the technological redundancy of 
PHY (PPDU frame) on packet length of transmitted data 
for RT or NRT traffic is showed in Fig. 4.   
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Fig. 4. Dependence of index PPDUε  on packet size 

As demonstrated by the graph the index of 
technological redundancy of PHY depends on the length of 
transmitted packet. It notably increases when the small 
data packet is transmitted.  

Determined by channel access technological 
redundancy 

A channel access mechanism is a way to divide the 
main channel resources between nodes, by regulating its 
use. The channel access mechanism is the core of the MAC 
protocol. Main classes of channel access mechanisms in 
WLAN‘s are TDMA, CSMA/CA and polling.  

Basic 802.11 MAC behaviours allow interoperability 
between compatible PHYs through the use of the 
CSMA/CA protocol and a random back-off time following 
a busy medium condition [1]. The main principles of 
CSMA/CA are listening before talk and contention. This is 
asynchronous message passing mechanism.  

While the PHY layer differs in IEEE 802.11, IEEE 
802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, and IEEE 802.11g, the access 
mechanism and MAC remains the same. The main access 
mechanism, called DCF, is based on CSMA/CA [1]. A 
wireless terminal willing to transmit a data packet senses 
the current channel state. If the channel has been detected 
as idle, the station waits a DIFS time interval. If no other 
transmission takes place during the DIFS period, the 
station starts its packet transfer immediately after the DIFS 
has elapsed. In, addition, in the DCF all directed traffic 
uses immediate positive ACK. The retransmission is 
scheduled by the sender if no ACK is received. Description 
of DCF operation showed in Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5. Time intervals of the IEEE 802.11 

Random back-off arrangement is used to resolve 
medium contention conflicts. When RTS/CTS mechanism 
is not used in the IEEE 802.11 technologies the time 
needed to transmit one packet may be expressed: 

,DIFSACKSIFSPPDUCW
'

DCF ττττ ++++= TT  (14) 

where SIFSτ - duration of technological time interval – 
SIFS; DIFSτ - duration of technological time interval - DIFS; 

MPDUτ - time needed to transmit MAC frame; ACKτ - time 
needed to transmit ACK frame; DATAτ - time needed to 
transmit data;  MPDUover.τ  - time needed to transmit packet 
overhead. The CWτ – duration of the time of channel 
access, which may be calculation expressed by the physical 
parameter, named Slot Time – SlotTimeτ (9 µs for IEEE 
802.11a/glong and 20 µs for 802.11b/gshort), and by the index 
of CW - CWk ( }102315{ ÷  for IEEE 802.11a/g, and 

}102331{ ÷ for IEEE 802.11b) [1], [2], [3], and [4]: 

{ }[ ] ;,11min,0 maxCW 
1

minCWCW kkk i −+= +  (15) 

.)(Rand TimeSlotCWCW ττ ⋅= k  (16) 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of CWτ  distribution probability for 2, 
8, and 32 nodes  

The time period allocation for one PPDU 
transmission in IEEE 802.11 standard specification is 
named the network allocation network – NAV. In this 
period the channel is busy for transmission one PPDU of 
the series. If the terminal detects a busy channel, the 
station selects a slot out of its initial contention window 
(CW). After the current transmission is completed, the 
station waits for a DIFS – DIFSτ . When the DIFS has 
expired, the sender reduces its congestion window unless 
another station starts its transmission or the CWτ value 
reaches zero. The simulation results of distribution rate 
of CWτ for different count of nodes in WLAN showed in Fig. 
6. 

When in the WLAN two or more nodes operate the 
possibility that the data packets might be lost, because the 
possibility of collision occurrence increases. For the 
collision avoidance the RTS/CTS mechanism [1] may be 
used optionally. The RTS/CTS mechanism is quite simple 
(Fig. 5). The source station tries to acquire a channel as 
soon as it notices that media is free and immediately sends 
a RTS packet. Destination analyzes incoming RTS packet 
and answers with CTS packet confirming that it is ready to 
receive. Respectively, the NAV’s of the RTS ( RTSNAV ) 
and CTS ( CTSNAV ) is allocated simultaneously. As we 
can see in Fig. 5, destination answers to the RTS packet 
after SIFS. In such situation only RTS packets are lost not 
User Data compare with situation when RTS/CTS 
mechanism is not used. However, the minimal time needed 
to transmit one packet is increased:  

,
3

DIFSACKPPDU

CTSRTSSIFSCW
''

DCF

ττ
ττττ

+++
++++=

T
T  

(17) 

where RTSτ  – the duration of RTS frame; CTSτ  – is the 
duration of CTS frame. However, in situation when 
RTS/CTS mechanism for IEEE 802.11a is used the 

MPDUover.τ  expansion is equivalent, but the durations are 
longer, because in that case for channel reservation 
RTS/CTS packets with durations RTSτ and CTSτ and two 

SIFS – SIFSτ  (Fig. 5) are needed additionally. The 
durations of different technological durations of IEEE 
802.11 technologies are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Durations of SIFSτ , DIFSτ , CWminτ , and CWminτ  in µs 

Standard SIFSτ  DIFSτ  CWminτ  CWminτ  

IEEE 802.11a 16 34 300 20460 
IEEE 802.11b 10 50 620 20460 
IEEE 802.11g 10 50 300 20460 

The best way to reflect redundant expenditures of DCF 
in IEEE 802.11 WLAN with channel access (CSMA/CS) 
for one packet transmission is relation of technological 
redundancy, and may be expressed by the relation: 

.
)(

)()()(
DATA

DATA
'

DCF'
DCF m

mmTm
τ

τξ −
=  (18) 

The calculation of estimation of full technological 
redundancy (18) is complicated and random for every 
packet of series, because CWτ variable is random.  The 
duration of CW estimation the average back-off defines the 
back-off duration for “lightly loaded networks”, i.e. when 
each station has access to the channel after the first back-
off attempt. Upon this assumption, CWk  is minimal –

CWmink  [10]. Consequently, the average back-off duration 
is then: .2/CWminTimeSlotCW k×=ττ  From such point of 
view the dependence of expenditures of full technological 
redundancy of data transmitted by one packet with channel 
access phase on packet length is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of full technological redundancy on packet 
length 

As demonstrated by the graph the index '
DCFξ  of PHY 

and expenditures of channel access depend on the length of 
transmitted packet. It notably increases when the small 
data packet is transmitted. Presented graph is made for 
DCF version with disabled RTS/CTS mechanism. With 
enabled RTS/CTS mechanism situation is worse, because 
for channel access the additional time expenditures 

RTSτ , CTSτ , and SIFS3τ are used.  
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Classified conclusions  

In the modern networks WLAN technologies are 
bottleneck. The presented work shows how data packet is 
overgrown by different headers and other guard times. 
Practically the achieved data transmission throughput – 
goodput – is less than throughput of the physical channel. 
In the previously published works real throughput and 
goodput dependence on various factors was presented. 

In here in work the technological times expenditures of 
one packet transmission over universal IEEE 802.11 
protocol network are systematically analyzed. These times 
are extending the physical channel access time for one 
packet transmission. It is the contributions for support of 
separate protocols. Technological time expenditures 
significantly enhance the technological redundancy 
compare with traditional TDMA technologies.  

In the work the technological redundancy of universal 
network of IEEE 802.11 protocol when the sender must 
send to receiver series of data packet is analyzed. By 
pursuance the analysis of technological redundancy the 
purpose of each time interval were highlighted. Finding the 
possibilities of creation of adaptive WLAN protocols, 
witch may adapt by applied tasks conditions is advisable. 
Such protocols will utilize the physical radio channel 
effectively. One of predictable decisional way is the 
implementation of dynamic channel switching method.   
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